Abstract-Current shared cloud storage cannot provide sufficient I/O throughput for data-intensive HPC applications. Moreover, the consistency policy used in most shared cloud storage can cause parallel I/O applications to fail due to unexpected file inconsistencies. In order to resolve these problems, we propose a novel fast, scalable and fault tolerant filesystem called CloudBB (Cloudbased Burst Buffer). Unlike conventional filesystems, CloudBB creates an on-demand two-level hierarchical storage system and caches popular files to accelerate I/O performance. Since CloudBB supports multiple metadata servers, CloudBB is also highly scalable. In addition, by using file replication, failure detection and recovery techniques, CloudBB is resilient to failures. Furthermore, we implement CloudBB by using FUSE so that existing applications can run seamlessly and benefit from all of the CloudBB's capabilities without code modification. To validate the effectiveness of CloudBB, we evaluate performance of real data-intensive HPC applications in Amazon EC2/S3. The results show CloudBB improves performance by up to 28.7 times while reducing cost by up to 94.7% compared to the ones without CloudBB.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has been gathering the attention of application developers in high performance computing (HPC) because of its openness, elasticity and pay-as-you-go model [1] - [3] . With the model, the users can benefit from virtually unlimited computational resources on the fly and quickly conduct large-scale simulations without having access to or owning large-scale supercomputers which require huge amount of operational cost. Furthermore, recent clouds also provide computational resources for HPC communities [4] - [8] . For example, Amazon EC2 provides HPC instances consisting of high-end GPUs, high bandwidth networks, and SSD-based I/O subsystems [9] . These on-demand provisioning features of such HPC-centric instances make cloud computing more attractive to HPC application developers.
However, when running data-intensive HPC applications which issue a huge amount of concurrent or parallel I/Os to shared storage, current public clouds cannot provide desirable execution environments for such I/O workloads with respect to performance and data consistency. These problems degrade I/O performance of data-intensive HPC applications, and even worse, applications cannot properly run due to inconsistent data management. As the importance of large-scale dataintensive applications have been recognized for scientific discoveries in clouds [10] , the performance and consistency problem hamper the effectiveness of HPC clouds (More details in Section II).
To solve the problems, we propose a highly scalable I/O acceleration system called CloudBB (Cloud-based Burst Buffer). CloudBB builds a two-level storage hierarchy with on-demand caching and buffering space (level-1 storage) by using cloud instances on top of existing shared cloud storage (level-2 storage). By caching and buffering I/O data on level-1 storage, CloudBB can accelerate I/O performance of data-intensive applications while maintaining data consistency. We also propose a novel fault tolerant multi-metadata-server architecture, thereby enabling CloudBB to handle burst I/O workloads reliably as well as efficiently at scale. Moreover, since CloudBB is implemented by using the FUSE filesystem [11] , CloudBB is completely portable and existing applications can benefit from improved I/O performance without any code modification.
To explore the effectiveness, we evaluate CloudBB with comprehensive I/O scenarios (sequential, random and metadata access) and a set of real data-intensive HPC applications and benchmarks: Montage [12] , Supernovae [13] , BT-IO from NPB [14] , Miranda IO [15] and a typical stencil benchmark with checkpointing on Amazon EC2/S3. The experimental results show that we achieve 25.1 times improvement in read throughput and 7.1 times improvement in write throughput with CloudBB. The results also show our multi-metadataserver architecture is scalable with increasing number of compute nodes, and CloudBB achieves up to 518.4 times performance improvement in metadata operations compared to Amazon S3. The executions of real data-intensive HPC applications show that we can improve performance by 28.7 times.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• High throughput, low latency and high consistent I/O system by burst buffer techniques; • A scalable multi-metadata-server architecture;
• Completely portable filesystem implementation by FUSE;
• Highly resilient filesystem to failures in cloud instances;
• Quantitative evaluations on comprehensive I/O patterns and real data-intensive HPC applications and benchmarks. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first exploration of applying burst buffer technologies to clouds, and showing the effectiveness. With CloudBB, more existing dataintensive HPC applications can run with high I/O performance, resiliency and consistency in clouds.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Problems in Shared Cloud Storage
In typical data-intensive HPC applications, each process concurrently reads or writes shared files. To support such concurrent or parallel I/O workloads, public clouds provide shared cloud storages (e.g. Amazon S3). However, practicality of the shared cloud storages is limited due to its I/O performance, file updates and data consistency problems.
During the execution of a typical data-intensive HPC application, a huge amount of file I/Os are issued to the I/O system, which requires high throughput to handle them. However, current shared cloud storages cannot provide adequate I/O throughput for data-intensive applications. Figure 1 shows the aggregate throughputs of write and read on Amazon EC2/S3. Here we evaluate the I/O performance of Amazon EC2 instances accessing to files whose individual size is 1 GB in Amazon S3 with different number of instances. As shown in Figure 1 , Amazon S3 provides only 100-400 MB/s of I/O performance while typical parallel file system (PFS) in largescale supercomputers can serve up to a few TB/s [16] . Even if the number of instances increases, the I/O performance does not scale well, especially for write operations. The reason is because Amazon S3 is shared by other users, the performance is capped for maintaining QoS for other users. Thus, current shared cloud storages cannot provide enough I/O performance for data-intensive HPC applications.
A more critical problem is that N-1 write pattern does not work on object storages ( Figure. 11 ). N-1 write/read are I/O patterns where multiple compute nodes collectively write or read data to or from a single shared file (Figure 2) . However, when writing data to a file to object storage in the N-1 pattern, each process first read an entire file, update its own segment of the file and write the entire file back to the object storage. A segment updated by a process can be overwritten by other processes [17] , [18] . Therefore, although object storages are widely used for shared cloud storages [19] , [20] , applications issuing N-1 writes cannot correctly run.
Another problem is that modern shared cloud storage employs eventual consistency for file replicas in order to maximize I/O performances. This consistency policy does not guarantee that file updates from an cloud instance can be immediately visible to other cloud instances [19] - [22] . Although the eventual consistency works well for typical cloud workloads such as web applications, this consistency policy does not works for data-intensive HPC applications where multiple cloud instance can access to the same files [3] , [23] - [28] Therefore, new methodologies for providing acceptable file consistency while achieving high I/O performance is important for shared cloud storage.
B. Motivation to Additional Storage Tier
Because of the facts mentioned in the previous section, we need new techniques to support data-intensive HPC applications in clouds. From our comprehensive investigations across different execution scenarios of HPC applications, we found that we can significantly accelerate I/O performance by adding another storage tier between cloud instances and shared cloud storage in a storage hierarchy to cache and buffer files on the additional storage tier in many execution scenarios as followings.
• General write operations: By buffering data written by applications, we can accelerate I/O performance.
• Workflow applications: In workflow applications, files generated by one task are immediately read by the successive tasks. By caching these intermediate files, we can accelerate I/O performance [29] .
• Array jobs: Typically, scientific applications are run multiple times with the same input data by changing parameters. By caching the input data, we can reduce time of reading input data [30] , [31] .
• Checkpointing: Long-running large-scale applications periodically write checkpoints. By caching the checkpoints, we can accelerate restart processes on a failure [32] , [33] .
• Binary and library loading: When launching large-scale applications, every process issues massive metadata operations to a filesystem followed by reading executable and libraries. By caching the executable and the libraries, we can accelerate application launching processes [34] . In addition, there is another benefit of adding an additional storage tier. If the additional storage tier guarantees consistency and hide the consistency problem in shared cloud storage, this two-level hierarchical storage can guarantee its consistency.
Therefore, an additional storage tier is one of promising approaches to achieve high I/O performance as well as consistency. Furthermore, since we accelerate I/O performance at not a runtime level but a filesystem level, existing applications can seamlessly run on the two-level storage without porting existing applications to our system.
III. CLOUDBB ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
Motivated by the problems and the demands for an additional storage tier, we propose CloudBB. CloudBB creates a two-level storage hierarchy by burst buffer techniques, which is a new tier of storage hierarchies for bursty I/O operations in HPC systems 1 . Figure 3 shows the overview of CloudBB. Compute nodes (CNs) are nodes where applications run. Burst buffers are the level-1 storage. The burst buffers are built by another set of nodes in the cloud, and provide remote memory buffers. To achieve scalable I/O operations while maintaining data consistency, CloudBB supports multiple metadata servers in the level-1 storage (Section III-A). The shared cloud storage, the existing persistent data store such as Amazon S3, is the level-2 storage By caching popular files on the level-1 storage, CloudBB can significantly accelerate I/O operations to the shared cloud storage (Section III-B). CloudBB also creates replicas for each file in order to recover files on a failure in level-1 storage (Section III-C). As mentioned, our target is to execute HPC data-intensive applications on clouds and help those who cannot access resources in HPC centers to run applications in a reasonable time. Providing nonstandardized I/O interfaces forces users to rewrite applications' code, which is a heavy burden for them, especially for huge applications like data-intensive HPC applications. For this reason, we implement the CloudBB filesystem using FUSE [11] , existing applications can seamlessly run without modifying applications' code (Section III-D).
A. Scalable Multi-Master-Worker Architecture
In HPC systems, PFS needs to provide high consistency because multiple processes create, write, update and read concurrently to shared files. Therefore, PFS has a metadata server and multiple data store nodes, i.e., a Master-Worker model [16] . However, the metadata server can easily become a bottleneck at large-scale. On the other hand, shared cloud storage such as Amazon S3 employs object store, i.e., a KeyValue mode. Although object store is scalable, the architecture has data inconsistency problems for data-intensive HPC applications as described in Section II.
To achieve scalability as well as data consistency, we propose a hybrid architecture of a Master-Worker and a KeyValue model, i.e., Multi-Master-Worker. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the hybrid model. The model consists of multiple sub-CloudBBs (SCBBs), and a single SCBB consists of a single Master Node (MN) and multiple IOnodes (IONs). In our model, multiple MNs manage file metadata in a distributed manner so that a single MN does not become a bottleneck while maintaining consistency within its own SCBB.
An MN is in charge of managing file metadata and controlling all the IONs belonging to the same SCBB. In order to avoid the bottleneck problem, I/O requests from CNs are distributed across different SCBBs by using a hash function. When a CN issues an I/O request, the CN computes a hash value from the file path of the requesting file (file path). For example, given a set of SCBBs (SCBB 0 , SCBB 1 , . . . , SCBB M −1 ) and file path, SCBB i is selected by the CN such that i = hash function(file path) mod M . M is the total number of SCBBs. By using this architecture, we are able to hide ION from users, enabling us to dynamically change the number of IONs according to the workload.
When setting up CloudBB, the user can specify the number of SCBBs, i.e., choose the number of MNs.s As the user uses more SCBBs, CloudBB can handle more metadata operations and become more scalable. Within a SCBB, actual data is stored on IONs, thus, as the user uses more IONs per SCBB, more I/O bandwidth can be provided. In other word, the user creates multiple PFSs on the fly depending on I/O intensity, CloudBB aggregates these PFSs and provide as a single scalable filesystem.
B. Hierarchical I/O Operations
CloudBB caches and buffers popular files on burst buffers so that CloudBB can accelerate I/O performance with respect to both I/O latency and throughput. In this section, we detail the hierarchical I/O operations in CloudBB ( Figure 4 ).
1) Open:
Once an SCBB is determined by the hash function for an open operation, the CN sends an open request to the MN in that SCBB (Op. 1 in Figure 4 ). When the MN receives the open request, the MN checks if the file exists in level-1 storage, i.e., SCBB. If the file is cached in level-1 storage, the MN sends the unique file id (fid) associated to that file, back to the CN (Op. 2). If the file does not exist in level-1 storage but exists in level-2 storage, the MN first assigns a new fid to that file and select multiple IONs within the same SCBB to store the file. The number of ION will be selected is determined by the number of replications set by users (More details in Section III-C). If the open request is a create, i.e., the file does not exist in neither level-1 nor level-2 storage, the MN creates the file, assigns a new fid to the file and select multiple IONs for storing the file similar to the open case. We employ a simple round-robin scheme to select ION from ION set in the SCBB in order to distribute I/O workloads across IONs. fid is used for locating the distributed file chunks stored across IONs for successive I/O operations, such as read and write.
CloudBB supports a similar page cache scheme to the scheme in Linux kernel. To maximize I/O throughput by file caching, a file is divided into fixed size of file chunks (More details in Section IV-B).
2) Read and Write: When a CN reads a file, the CN sends a read request to the MN determined by the hash function (Op. 1). The read request includes fid, read size and the offset. Once the MN receives the read request, the MN finds the primary ION (More details in Section III-C) storing the file with reference to metadata and sends a chunk map back to the CN (Op. 2). The chunk map includes chunk location information, i.e., which file chunks belong to which ION. After receiving the chunk map, the CN directly connects to the corresponding ION (Op. 3), and then the ION sends requested file chunks to the CN (Op. 5). If the file does not exist on the ION but exist in level-2 storage, The ION first read the file chunks from level-2 storage before sending the file chunks (Op. 4).
A write operation is handled similarly to a read operation. In a write operation, however, the CN may append data to an existing file, i.e., O APPEND. Because a file is divided into file chunks, additional file chunks needs to be allocated on the ION. When appending data to the file, the MN sends an allocation request to the same ION, appends pairs of a new chunk and an ION to the chunk map, and then sends the updated chunk map to the CN.
CloudBB also supports a metadata caching scheme. If the metadata is cached in the CN, the CN can omit communications to the MN. i.e. Op. 1 and Op. 2 (More details in Section IV-C). As mentioned, CloudBB supports a page cache scheme. If the file chunks are cached in the CN, the CN can omit communications to the ION, i.e., Op. 3 and Op. 5, and read and write operations are done via the local cache.
3) Flush and Close: When flush is called, the CN first checks if there are dirty chunks, i.e., chunks are updated on local cache but not synchronized with level-1 and level-2 storage. If the CN has dirty chunks in the local cache, the CN writes back to the level-1 storage. When a CN closes a file, the flush operation is invoked first, and then the CN sends a close request to the MN.
4) Other I/O Operations:
CloudBB also manages file permission and ownership, and supports the other I/O operations such as getattr. CloudBB works as a common Linux filesystem by using FUSE (More details in Section III-D).
C. Fault Tolerant Filesystem
Besides the performance, reliability is also an essential aspect for I/O subsystems. Since CloudBB caches data on IONs, cached data will be lost if any of IONs fails. To prevent such data loss caused by node failures, we also implement fault tolerance capabilities in CloudBB. CloudBB replicates data across different IONs and creates metadata backup in reliable persistent storage (Section III-C1), and semi-automatically recovers from failures (Section III-C2).
1) Data Replication and Metadata Backup: As we mentioned, we buffer I/O data in the main memory of IONs. But, if cached files on level-1 are not written back to level-2 storage before node failures, the cached files will be lost. To prevent data loss, CloudBB creates multiple replicas across different IONs within the same SCBB, and elects one of the replicas as primary replica. We define the number of replicas as R, i.e., one for a primary replica of a file and R − 1 for other replicas of the file. Depending on the reliability of clouds, the user can configure R.
When a CN creates a file, an MN allocates a primary ION and R − 1 other IONs as secondaries for the file replication, and then the MN sends the information about the secondary IONs to the primary ION. When the CN writes or updates a file, the CN directly sends the data to the primary ION. After the primary ION locally receives the data, the primary ION synchronizes the file with other replicas on secondary IONs. We synchronize the replication using a different thread, so that the replication will not block the regular processes of IONs. In order to prevent data loss, the primary ION replies to CN after completing the synchronization. In read operations, MNs ensure that CNs read data from the primary replicas. Therefore, we can guarantee that CNs always read the latest version of files.
CloudBB also backups metadata. Since metadata size is much smaller than actual file size, synchronization between primary metadata and its backup is lightweight. Therefore, we simply backups metadata to a directory in reliable persistent storage specified by the user instead of creating multiple replicas of metadata across MNs.
2) Failure Detection, Notification and Recovery: In CloudBB, an MN and IONs periodically exchanges heartbeat messages within its SCBB. If either an MN or an ION does not receive any response for a certain period of time (timeout), CloudBB regards the quiet node as failed. If the failed node is one of the IONs, the MN elects one non-failed ION and restores files on the elected ION from replicas. The file replica recoveries are asynchronously done, and CNs can restart I/O operations before all of replicas are restored so that we can minimize the downtime. If the failed ION stores a primary copy of a file, MN promotes one of secondary copies to the new primary copy of the file.
On the other hand, failures of MNs are catastrophic. If metadata is damaged by MN's failures, manual recovery, e.g., rebooting a metadata server and running fsck, is important to ensure the consistency of the filesystem in practice. Failover for MN failures can cause more catastrophic secondary failures due to running applications under inconsistency in the filesystem. Although automatic recovery of MNs is as easy as one of IONs, we enforce the users to manually recover MNs to ensure the consistency. When an MN fails, CloudBB notifies the failure to the user so that the user can manually reboot the MN. Once the MN reboots, the MN starts recovering metadata from the backup first, and then also restore remaining metadata and check the consistency by collecting information (e.g. file size, chunk map), from IONs. After that, the user can manually run their own filesystem check processes before re-running applications.
In
D. Highly Portable Filesystem Implementation
Providing standardized I/O interfaces is important so that existing applications can seamlessly run on CloudBB without modifying application codes. In order to intercept all the I/O operations from applications, we implement the client-side filesystem by using FUSE [11] . With FUSE, applications can access data in the same way as other existing filesystems (e.g. ext4), and existing applications can run on CloudBB without code modification. 
IV. OPTIMIZATIONS
With FUSE, developers can easily intercept I/O operations and implement a filesystem in user space. However, targeted optimizations are required to achieve reasonably high performance. In this section, we introduce these optimizations in our implementation.
A. Socket Reuse
Firstly, we reduce I/O latency by reusing sockets. In TCP/IP protocol, creating a new socket requires three way handshakes and causes slow start. When each ION starts up, each ION first registers itself to its MN. When CNs start up, the CNs register themselves to all of the MNs. MNs, IONs and CNs keep the sockets alive and reuse them for subsequent communications and failure detection. CNs also register themselves to IONs at the first time when CNs and IONs communicate each other. When CNs unmount CloudBB or IONs are shut down, CNs and IONs unregister themselves from MNs, and CNs also unregister themselves from all the registered IONs.
B. File Caching
The latest FUSE (version 2.9.3) framework limits size of each write and read operations to no larger than memory page size, typically 4 KB. When users issue a write or read To avoid such small communication with MNs, CloudBB supports a page caching scheme in CNs in similar algorithm to the Linux kernel. We buffer file chunks in local memory of CNs and handles subsequent I/O requests via the local cache without communicating with MNs and IONs. For the consistency between the local cache and level-1 storage, we use dirty flags for each file chunks similar to the page writeback algorithm in the Linux kernel. CloudBB write-backs dirty file chunks to level-1 storage when the CN reads, writes or seeks out of local buffer range, or calls flush/close. After file close, data in local cache could be stale if other CNs update the same file. To avoid accessing on stale data, we remove the local cache right after the file close, and retrieve the latest data from IONs again in reopen to guarantee the consistency.
C. Metadata Caching
In CloudBB, CNs also cache metadata to accelerate metadata operations. We create local metadata buffers to cache file metadata in each CN. When a CN opens a file, the CN retrieves file metadata from the corresponding MN, and caches the metadata. When the CN updates metadata, the operations are performed on locally cached metadata, and then the metadata is marked as dirty. When flush or close is called on the file whose metadata is marked as dirty, the CN synchronize locally cached metadata with MNs' metadata, and then delete local metadata cache.
V. EVALUATION
To validate the effectiveness of CloudBB, we conduct several evaluations on Amazon EC2/S3 in the Tokyo region. For CNs, IONs and MNs, we use the same instance type shown in Table I . Here vCPUs means the number of virtual CPUs provided to instances. For the price, since the price of a spot instance is based on auction and changes all the time, here we use the price at 2016/05/12 12:00 UTC+9 when computing total cost for spot instances. We mount Amazon S3 via s3fs [39] for shared cloud storage, i.e., level-2 storage, and CNs mount CloudBB via our FUSE filesystem. We set the file chunk size to 5 MB and local file I/O buffer size to 100 MB. Since 3-way replication is the most common redundancy in data centers, which guarantees a good balance between performance and reliability [40] - [42] . We create three copies for each file in the all evaluations, i.e., R = 3. Thus, we use three IONs per SCBB at the minimum. We configure MNs to send heart beat check to all the ION every 1000s to avoid huge overhead caused by frequent heart beat check.
A. Comprehensive I/O Pattern Evaluations 1) Sequential and Random I/O:
To illustrate how our system solves the I/O performance issue, we first evaluate sequential and random I/O performance with a single SCBB, i.e., the number of MNs is one. We use IOR [43] to measure the sequential and random performance. From the nature of the ClouddBB architecture, CloudBB can concurrently handle more I/O requests as the user uses more IONs. To exploit the I/O bandwidth of CloudBB and measure peak I/O throughputs, we increase IONs with matching number of CNs. Except in case of CNs is one and two, we use three IONs for 3-way replication. Figure 5 shows the sequential I/O performance. As shown in the figure, CloudBB can accelerate the sequential I/O performance because throughput between CNs and IONs is much faster than the one between CNs and Amazon S3. At 64 CNs with 64 IONs, CloudBB achieves around 12 GiB/sec for read and 11.7 GiB/sec for write while s3fs only exhibits 4.3 GiB/sec for read, and 1.2 GiB/sec for write. Figure 6 shows aggregate I/O rates of random I/O, i.e., I/O operations/seconds (ops/sec). As shown in the figure, CloudBB exhibits higher I/O rates than Amazon S3 for the same reason as the sequential I/O. As we mentioned in Section III-C1, we use different threads in synchronization of replication and regular processes, we can see from the figure, the impact of synchronization is total hidden in write. Although the I/O performance is high enough, CloudBB can provide higher I/O performance if the user disables file replication. In theory, as we use more IONs, CloudBB can provide more I/O throughput as well as I/O rate.
2) Metadata Operation: Metadata operations occur whenever initiating I/O operations. Achieving fast as well as scalable metadata operations is critical to increase overall I/O performance of data-intensive applications. Figure 7 shows metadata operation rate (ops/sec). We choose file creation operations since it has been widely used to evaluate metadata performance. In the evaluation, we create 1,000 files in total under the different number of MNs and CNs. As shown in Figure 7 , CloudBB can significantly improve file creation performance. For example, the performance in CloudBB with 2 MNs is 518 times faster than Amazon S3 in 16 CNs. Meanwhile the metadata operation rate of Amazon S3 is significantly low, and the numbers are hardly visible in the figure. The metadata performance with a single MN hits its peak performance (i.e., 17,000 ops/sec) in 32 CNs since aggregate file creation rate from the CNs exceeds a rate that a single MN can handle. However, by increasing the number of MNs to 2, we see further improvement up to 27,000 ops/sec in 64 CNs, which is almost 2x faster than the one with a single MN. Similarly, with 4 MNs, metadata performance can achieve up to 35,000 ops/sec in 128 CNs. From these experiments, we show that CloudBB can significantly improve metadata performance by more than two order of magnitude compared to Amazon S3. Our hybrid model can alleviate the bottleneck caused by the Master-worker model in traditional storage systems.
As described in Section III-A, metadata operations are distributed across MNs. As the user increases the number of SCBBs, CloudBB can concurrently handle more I/O requests. Thus, CloudBB is not only fast but also scalable.
From these comprehensive I/O evaluations, we see that CloudBB exhibits high I/O performance as well as scalability. Since I/O operations issued by data-intensive HPC applications are combinations of these I/O patterns, CloudBB can generally improve I/O performance of any applications by simply mounting our CloudBB filesystem.
B. Failure Recovery
CloudBB also supports fault tolerance capabilities such that CloudBB creates file replicas across different IONs and restore files on a failure. We evaluate how fast CloudBB recovers from an ION failure. Figure 8 shows the write performance of a single CN in one second of a time period with a single SCBB consisting of four IONs and MNs. We use four IONs to ensure three replicas even after a failure. To inject a failure to CloudBB, we kill the CloudBB-related process on the primary ION that stores the file CN writing to, at 0.35 second time point. CloudBB initially stores zero to 1,000 of files whose size is 5 MB each, i.e., the total sizes are zero to 5 GB.
As shown in the figure, the write performance drops to zero MB/sec after the ION failure, and then returns to the same throughput after completing the recovery. The downtime is dominated by file recovery time. Thus, the downtime becomes longer as the failed node stores more files. However, even in 5 GB, CloudBB can still quickly recover from the failure within 0.25 seconds. It is because CN not need to wait for the recreation of replicas finished before restarting data transfer to the ION. As mentioned in Section III-C2, the MN promotes one of the secondary replica to primary replica after the previous one fails, as long as the procedure of replica promotion finishes, the write could be resumed. Since the replica promotions are performed only inside of the MN, the impact of ION failure here is extremely slight. The total size of files stored on a failed ION decreases as we use more IONs in CloudBB. Therefore, CloudBB can recover more quickly with more IONs.
C. Case Studies in Real Applications
1) Performance:
In the previous sections, we presented effectiveness of CloudBB in the comprehensive I/O patterns. In order to illustrate how such improvements impact on real applications, we evaluate CloudBB with five real dataintensive HPC applications and benchmarks as follows. • Montage (Strong scaling) [12] : An astronomical image mosaic engine developed in NASA. Montage is a workflow application constructing custom science-grade mosaics by composing multiple astronomical images.
• Supernovae (Strong scaling) [13] : A astronomical workflow application used to find supernovae candidates from images taken by telescope.
• BT-IO (Strong scaling) [14] : BT-IO is a Block tridiagonal solver in NPB benchmarks [44] . Abbreviation of BlockTridiagonal program provided by NPB benchmarks [44] . We use MPI-IO full mode in which each process issues N-1 write to a single shared file via MPI-IO. We added a coordinated checkpointing routine to Himeno benchmark [45] . Himeno benchmark is a stencil benchmark solving Poissons equation using the Jacobi iteration method. The Extended Himeno benchmark runs for 100 iterations. We write a checkpoint every 10 iterations, which is about 4 seconds.
For strong scaling applications, we use the same data set with different number of CNs, i.e., the total problem size is fixed. For weak scaling applications, we fix problem size per CN. The sizes of the data set of each application are shown in Table II . For executing the two workflow applications,
Montage and Supernovae, we use GXP [46] for the process management. The s3fs filesystem also supports metadata caching on CNs. However, this option does not guarantee that a file written by a process on a node is immediately visible to a process on another node even if first process closes the file. In addition to the eventual consistency problem described in Section II-A, the inconsistent metadata cache (metadata consistency problem) also affects application executions, and applications occasionally failed in our preliminary evaluations. Thus, in the rest of experiments, we disable the metadata cache option for s3fs in order to ensure that the applications can correctly run. CloudBB synchronizes metadata cached on CNs with metadata on MNs whenever files are closed as described in IV-C, CloudBB does not have the metadata consistency problem. Figure 9 , 10 and 11 show execution times of Montage, Supernovae and BT-IO. Since the total I/O size is fixed in this evaluation, we also use the fixed number of MNs and IONs, one MN and three IONs respectively. BT-IO requires the number of process to be n 2 , so we run BT-IO in different scales to Montage and Supernovae.
In workflow applications, each process exchanges intermediate results via files, i.e., a file written by one task is immediately read by the next tasks. This means workflow applications have high temporal I/O locality as shown in Table III In BT-IO, we only show the performance of CloudBB because N-1 write patterns do not work on Amazon S3 as described in Section II-A. On the other hand, different portions of a single file can be updated by multiple processes in parallel in CloudBB with non-file caching mode.
Next, we show the results of the weak scaling applications. Since the total I/O size increases as the number of CNs grows in weak scaling, we also increase the number of IONs to accommodate the increasing I/O requests while keeping the ration of the number of IONs to the number of CNs 0.5. For example, when we run the weak scaling applications with 128 CNs, we use 64 IONs. However, we use three IONs at the minimum for the 3-way replication. Thus, we use three IONs for executions with one, two and four CNs. Figure 12 and 13 show execution time of the stencil benchmark and Miranda IO. Since Miranda IO requires four processes at the minimum, Figure 12 begins from four CNs. As shown in the figures, execution time with CloudBB is almost constant even with increasing number of CNs in both scenarios. CloudBB is scalable by appropriately increasing the number of IONs. In Miranda IO with 128 CNs, especially, the execution time with CloudBB is 28.7 times smaller than the one without CloudBB.
Overall, we see that CloudBB can improve the I/O performance as well as exhibit scalability for data-intensive applications. In general, throughput of shared cloud storage (level-2 storage) is much lower that network bandwidth between cloud instances (level-1 storage). Therefore, CloudBB is expected to improve I/O performance on other cloud platforms. In that sense, our CloudBB can be also applied to any cluster systems including supercomputers. Table I . The cost includes expense for running MNs and IONs as well as CNs in CloudBB.
As shown in the figures, we can reduce the cost by using CloudBB in most of the cases, especially in large-scale executions. Especially, in Miranda IO with 128 CNs and 64 IONs, we are able to not only improve I/O performance but also achieve 94.7% reduction of the cost. CloudBB can significantly reduce running time of instances. Therefore, CloudBB can also reduce the cost even with the additional instances of MNs and IONs.
In general, there is a trade-off between I/O performance and the cost in CloudBB. If we can model the I/O performance of CloudBB and choose optimal number of IONs and MNs according to I/O workloads, we can achieve the good tradeoff. We consider the modelling and the auto-tuning in future work.
3) Correctness: Another important thing to note is that Amazon S3 has consistency problems, metadata consistency and eventual consistency. We can avoid the metadata consistency problem by disabling the metadata cache option on s3fs, but eventual consistency problem still cannot be resolved as described in Section II-A. Thus, all the applications cannot be guaranteed that the numerical results are correct when using only Amazon S3 [18] . However, by using CloudBB, we can guarantee that the final results are correct as described in Section III.
VI. RELATED WORK
Much research has been done to bridge the gap between I/O and computing by setting up I/O subsystems between compute nodes and shared storage. According to the location of I/O subsystems, these approaches can be mainly categorized into two classes: local and remote. Local I/O subsystems, e.g. FusionFS [47] , are implemented on local storage of compute nodes, i.e., compute nodes serve as I/O servers while simultaneously running users' applications on the compute nodes. By exploiting local storage, local can generally achieve higher I/O performance than remote. However, such an architecture is not suitable for an elastic environment like cloud. Because compute nodes also server as I/O servers, excessive data migrations occur across compute nodes when decreasing and increasing the number of compute nodes.
On the other hand, remote can avoid such frequent migration. Remote I/O subsystems use dedicated storage servers. CloudBB is categorized as remote. Wang et al. [48] developed remote burst buffers (burstMem). However, their approach is specific for checkpointing workloads. To accommodate general I/O workloads, in-situ/in-transit data staging frameworks are proposed [49] , [50] . Data produced in compute nodes are transferred to remote I/O-dedicated servers while other compute nodes retrieve the data to perform the next simulations and analysis in a series of workflows. However, these frameworks require to use their own dedicated APIs in order to access remote staging servers. Thus, existing applications need to be ported for the frameworks. In contrast, our system is compatible with general linux filesystems via FUSE and existing applications can run without porting. Job schedulers also provide simple staging capabilities [51] . However, staging-in/out can be executed only at the beginning and the end of the executions, and the use cases are limited.
Traditional PFS like Lustre [52] and GPFS [53] are designed to perform high performance and scalable I/O. However, PFSs are designed to run persistently. Building such PFSs using compute nodes in cloud is financially unrealistic due to the pay-as-you-go policy. Leadership supercomputers, such as Trinity [54] and Intrepid [37] , provide statically allocated burst buffers. Since the remote I/O servers are statically allocated, total bandwidth is limited by the number of physical I/O servers. In contrast, by allocating IONs and MNs on demand by using compute nodes, CloudBB does not have such limit.
Recent Amazon service provides Elastic File System (EFS) [55] and Elastic Block Storage (EBS). However, EBS can be mounted by an only single instance. Whereas, EFS can be shared by multiple instances. However, EFS only provides 3GB/s of I/O throughput and also has scalability issues because EFS employs NFSv4.1 as a backend filesystem [56] .
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We've proposed a fast, scalable, fault tolerant and hierarchical filesystem for data-intensive HPC applications running in clouds. In addition, we develop the client-side filesystem by using FUSE. Thus, existing applications can seamlessly run without code modification. Our benchmarks have shown that CloudBB improve read throughput, write throughput, and metadata operations by 7.1, 25.1, and 518 times respectively compared to Amazon S3. The evaluations in real applications, show that we can improve the overall performance by 28.7 times while saving monetary cost by 94.7%.
As future work, we will work on I/O performance modeling of CloudBB and automatic allocation so that CloudBB can dynamically tune the number of buffer nodes according to I/O workloads, thereby improving both performance and costs.
